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1. Content 
1.1. Create News 

News can be added related to country the user belongs to. PCPs can send a news to 

the website, but they can only send it in unpublished state (not visible on public page). 

Secretary can the state set to Published, ehrn the news appears in the proper places. 

News can be visible: 

1. on the front page - triggered by if mouse over the NEWs tab. Here visible the last 

20 news at the bottom “Show all news” leads to  

2. news list page - news teasers are visible paged by 10. 

3. on the Organisational profile page, at the bottom of the page can visible all of the 

organisation/country related news 

Fields: 

Title* (mandatory) 

Lead - this shorter text appears on the front page, and in the news list. Sorted by the 

post date, descending. 

Body - the longer content of the news. Only visible in full view mode of the news (list 

views not) Related country - comes from current logged in user (cannot be change) 
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1.2. Organization profile 

 

Every PCP can edit own country and organization’s data. It is available from PCP 

Dashboard. 

 

2. My IOTA Page 
In this page there are several notification to current logged in user. See picture below 

 

1. Area of personal data - the logged in user picture, official position and link to the 

profile 

2. Country PCP – picture, official position, link to one’s profile 

 

Notifications 

Lis of forms were user can send a submission or invite user(s) to send a 

submission instead of/besides the user (PCP). Visible here the 3 nearest event 

form notifications (manual and automatic as well, and not event related 

notifications. Notifications disappear if the form deadline is passed. 

 

3. Send submission  

4. Invite a user to fill the particular form instead of the PCP (only for PCPs) 

5. User’s already sent submissions 

6. Upcoming events list nevertheless if user can send or not a registration to it. 

 

Visible the start date of the event, venue, number of attendees (how many user fill the 

registration form), deadline of the registration form, Registration status (allowed=send, 

not allowed, registered). Click to the details  

, some details are visible. 4 event visible, others are if see full list clicked. 

 

 

7. Registered events 

User already registered event(s) 

 

8. Past events 

List of past events nevertheless the user has or not a registration to the event. 
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3. PCP Corner   
This page has a several static information. This menu only visible to PCPs and up. 

 

All parts available in secretariat menu at the top. 

1. Latest updates - editable page, where can be emphasize the most important 

changed to PCP-s. Last 30 days of PCP news listed 

2. Financial Issues 

It’s grouped by year, each can be commented. File can be attached to them. 

 

3. WP Technical Events 

4. WP Administrative events 

These are link to EC approved PDF-s. Only teaser view visible, Click to Read more can 

be viewed the full display. 

 

 

5. IOTA Core documents - this is a link collection to most important core documents 

6. Templates - This is a link collection to forms. (e.g. Submit Country news,   

 Technical Enquiry, Hot Evaluation form) 
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4. PCP Dashboard 
 

It is available from the top of the page (next to My IOTA), It contains 

4.1. Users from my country 

This is the full list of user who select the same country during the registration then the 

PCP. It is paged by 10. 

 

4.2 My country 

Link to own country edit 

 

4.3 My Organization 

Link to your Organization to update 
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5. Technical Enquiry 
 

A PCP can send as much Technical Enquiry as needed. It is available from the front 

page or from PCP corner Templates section. 

If a Technical Enquiry question arrives from other organization, the notification about it can be 

find on My IOTA page. 

 

6. MAP 
 

Move your cursor over the map and it will grow to view full Europe. If click a member it 

leads to it’s Organization Profile 
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